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The Opportunity
Our Client, the largest online marketplace for second hand white goods,
furniture and cars in India. With over 10,000 new daily listings and over 20M
monthly website visits. Had multiple problem statements including,
increasing SPAM, explicit content, revenue leakages from car listings and
duplicate listings. The growing volumes were putting considerable strain on
the manual resources being employed, adversely affecting the go-live time of
the listings.
The below use-cases were shortlisted to be addressed in phase 1:
1. Automated car make and model identification. To automate listings
being saved in the correct category.
2. Automated car registration number reading and blurring. To avoid
revenue leakage.
3. Identification and removal of explicit content.
4. Identification and removal of human faces in listings.
5. Identification and blocking of duplicate listings.
6. Watermark detection. To avoid spam and competitor images being
posted.

Solution Provided
Having understood the entire back-end process of advert uploading by
external users and the process followed thereafter, until go-live.
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Suitable intervention points were identified and integrated with our
APIs.
•

Several easy to integrate computer vision APIs with over 95% accuracy.

•

The APIs had the ability to auto-scale on cloud with individual latency
of under 100ms.
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Key Achievements
•

Whilst having a large engineering workforce, the customer was looking
at an external partner to accelerate the implementation of artificial
intelligence solutions in multiple business areas.

•

A POC was given on all the given uses cases, in less than 2 weeks with
close to 80% accuracy.

•

The car registration number blurring resulted in immediate revenue
increase in that category. As it stamped out direct communication
between sellers and buyers.

•

The automated car make and model identification, significantly
reduced the time to go-live for a listing, as it was automatically tagged
to the correct search hierarchy.

Key Benefits
● Decreased manual intervention across listing categories. Quicker golive of adverts.
● Enhanced control on external content being uploaded.

